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Terminal One Extension Dublin Airport 

Brogan Group have a close established and trusting relationship with Michael 
McNamra & Co (MmcN&Co) and on the basis of this relationship Brogan Group 
formed part of MmcN&Co tender bid as specialist temporary works scaffolding 
contractor for Terminal One Extension (T1x) and Dublin Airport. 

MmcN&Co eventually were appointed by Dublin Airport Authorities (DAA) as 
Design Build & Manage Main Contractor (DMC) were Brogan Group were then 
appointed by MmcN&Co (DMC) to carry out the scaffolding temporary works.
Given the longstanding and established relationship enabled Brogan Group to 
provide a schedule of rates which were adjusted to reflect the clients needs and the 
current market conditions on the basis of this a contract was entered into with 
MmcN&Co.

As a result of Brogan Groups involvement at tender bid stage for T1x Project with 
MmcN&Co we gained a great understanding and insight of what is required 
working Airside at Dublin Airport which in the main are the following.

Airport Security clearance for airside operatives can take up to 12 weeks therefore it 
is vital that this process is planned at an early stage to ensure that there is no labour 
shortage due to operatives not having the necessary security clearance it would be 
essential that a resources schedule is mapped against the planned scaffolding 
programme and this must then be cross checked against the Airport Security 
Clearance.

Airport Operations during the T1x Project involved the production of a series of 
temporary works designs to accommodate airport operational areas. For example 
the Terminal One Extension was constructed over the access ramp that was used for 
baggage trolleys. Therefore a complicated scaffolding temporary works had to be 
designed and constructed that involved Brogan Group producing a series of 
Method statements which had to comply with Health & Safety regulations, which 
required approval from McNamara and the client. This process can take a very long 
time to plan and implement, the lesson learnt was that airport operations must not 
be impacted at all costs by building contraction activities. Fortunately the early 
involvement at tender enable Brogan Group to identify key scaffolding risks thereby 
implementing plans that would minimize construction activities on Airport 
Operations.
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Airport Environment/Airside Culture; From working at Dublin international airport 
Brogan Group have gained an appreciation that with Airports comes a different 
culture in terms of planning; for example access to site needs to be planed as 
special escorts across the airfield may be necessary, planning to get men on site as 
from security point of view and actually getting operatives and materials to site as 
special escorts may be needed. 

Productivity Levels / Outputs given all the access and security constraints 
productivity levels are not as good when working landside therefore again this 
needs to be taken into consideration when costing and planning the project.

Internal Scaffolding; McNamara and Brogan Group held a series of meetings with 
reference to the internal scaffold as there was a complicated birdcage required in 
order to provide access to the roof light areas also double height scaffolding and to 
install heavy M&E plant, and finally special loading bays for heavy escalators and lifts 
had to be planned and erected. 

All Brogan Group site personnel had to hold the relevant security passes and be 
security cleared. This includes Brogan Group vehicles for equipment to be 
transported both in and out of the site.

Brogan Group personnel continue to be very vigilant which is vital when working 
airside, especially when it comes to foreign objects being blown around; therefore 
daily inspections were carried out by the foremen.

McNamara and Brogan Group’s pro active working relationship enables us to get 
the job done with minimal disruptions. Their flexible approach allows us to manage 
changes and adaption’s with minimal fuss.
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